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Displaying and Describing Data 
 Note: Due to the new EHS bell schedule, we lose about 15 hours of class 
time this year.  Our time is already shorter than most schools.  Therefore, 
I’m asking you to work on Chapter 1 over the summer.  There will be a test 
on this information on the first Friday of the year.  Make sure you 
understand this material and if not, ask questions!   

  
Return this completed Summer Packet on the first day of school. If you 
have questions contact Mr. Emerson at gemerson@lwsd.org 

 
 
  

mailto:gemerson@lwsd.org
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What is AP STATISTICS? 

Course Description 
AP Statistics is a college level course in statistics. Credit or placement at most 
universities can be earned through a score of 3 or higher on the Advanced Placement 
Statistics Exam offered in May. Course topics include: graphical and numerical 
summaries of data sets, techniques for establishing confidence intervals and testing 
hypothesized parameter values. In addition, students learn to perform surveys and 
conduct and analyze experiments involving one or two variables. Students will need a 
Graphing Calculator which includes a statistics packet which coordinates with the 
existing curriculum (TI 83+ or TI 84 +). 
Outline: The four major topics as outline by the College Board are carefully followed: 
1. Exploring Data: Observing patterns and departures from patterns 
2. Planning a Study: Deciding what and how to measure 
3. Anticipating Patterns: Producing models using probability and simulation 
4. Statistical Inference: Confirming models 
This course requires students to analyze data, make connections and draw conclusions 
using statistics. Students in the class are organized into small groups to facilitate 
exploration, discovery and discussion. Students will learn to use technology to explore 
data and create multiple representations from which they can draw conclusions. 
Specific technology used in this class includes: TI-83 or TI-84 graphing calculators, Excel 
spreadsheet software, and Fathom Statistical software. Students will communicate 
their understanding of statistics in writing though projects, quizzes, exams and papers. 
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Learning Targets for Chapter 1 
 
 
1. I can identify the individuals and the variables in a set of data. 

2. I can classify a variable as categorical or quantitative. 

3. I can make a bar graph or a pie chart to represent the distribution of a categorical variable. 

4. I can identify what makes some graphs deceptive. 

5. I can calculate the marginal and conditional distributions from a two-way table. 

6. I can describe the relationship between two categorical variables. 

7. I can create side-by-side and segmented bar graphs to display the relationship between two categorical 

variables. 

8. I can create a dotplot or a stemplot to display a small set of quantitative data. I can create a histogram or 

boxplot by hand or using my calculator. 

9. I can describe the distribution of a set of quantitative variables using SOCS. 

10. I can calculate measures of center (mean, median) and spread (standard deviation, IQR) by hand or using 

my graphing calculator. 

11. I can interpret measures of center and spread in the context of a real-world situation. 

12. I can use the 1.5 x IQR rule to identify outliers. 

13. I know when to use the mean vs. the median and the standard deviation vs. the IQR. 

14. I can use appropriate graphs and numerical summaries to compare distributions of quantitative data. 

15. I can identify major trends in time plots and understand that they are NOT univariate (so I should never use 

SOCS to describe them!). 
 
 
Please fill out this survey to let me know how you did with the learning targets!  

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=P2fUH5bfIUaGOKHYjEyF1wn6FieWVkhDnPQSb8LUJw9UQkVQUlJOSjRZWVhWQzJVVURFSUFTSzJaWS4u
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Videos – Watch and take notes! 
 

Types of variables 

Pie charts and bargraphs 

Misleading graphsMarginal and Conditional Distributions  Note: We convert our values in these distributions to decimals 

or percentages. 

Segmented Bar Graphs 

Dotplots 

Making a stem and leaf plot (plus how to sort your data) 

Shape, center and spread 

Entering and displaying data on your calculator 

Histograms (in general) 

1-Variable Statistics 

1-Variable Statistics from a Frequency Table 

Creating a Histogram from a Frequency Table 

Finding outliers 

Box and whiskers plots (you can use Zoom 9 to get a good window instead of changing it by hand!) 

Understanding standard deviation (kinda long, but this guy is pretty entertaining…) 

Example of standard deviation by hand 

Timeplots 

 
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vu4-p6unDXc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHGdHyiYBPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETbc8GIhfHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnC_gEqwqNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alnEchohpeM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUxoW9S3kKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32bTdsO3WZs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR3MaJdqY3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnrKFHw6DnQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHW3bo5SH0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brs_HP7R9yc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksOD5TQqreQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un1Pd65RlH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8Q0i9VzQZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNrmEeM1plg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dq_D30kyR1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztfaPxCqGiE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3U8v9HRlR2c
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Vocabulary 
 

AP Statistics is a VERY vocab-intensive class!  If you do not pay careful attention to the definitions and understand the 
meanings of the key terms, you will not be successful!  Often, the terms in question are similar, so paying attention to 
detail will be critical.  Please define the following key terms from Chapter 1: 
 
Individuals/Experimental units: 
 
 
Variable: 
 
 
  
 Categorical variable: 
 
 
 
 
 Quantitative variable: 
 
 
 
 
Distribution of a variable: 
 
 
 
 
 
Left-skewed/Right-skewed: 
 
 
 
 
 
Unimodal: 
 
 
 
 
Bimodal: 
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Vocab, continued 
 
Standard Deviation (write the formula and explain its meaning—very important!): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Variance (this won’t feel important now, but it is!): 
 
 
 
 
Frequency:  
 
 
 Relative Frequency: 
 
 
 
Cumulative Relative Frequency Distribution: 
  
 
 
Two-way Table: 
 
 
 

Marginal Distribution: 
 
 
 

Conditional Distribution: 
 
 
 
Association: 
 
 
 
Time Plot (*this is NOT in the textbook, but does show up on the exam often enough that I want you to know it):  
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Notes from Chapter 1 
 
Write down anything you think is important to remember from this chapter.  You should also write down any 
questions you have here.   
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Problems to Try  
The problems for each section are at the end of the “Text” links. 

Introduction: 
1, 3, 7, 8 
 
PowerPoint     Text 
 
1.1:  
13 – 25 (odd), 27 – 32 
 
PowerPoint     Text 
 
1.2: 
37 – 41 (odd), 47, 53, 57, 59, 69 – 74  
 
PowerPoint     Text 
 
1.3:  
79 – 83 (odd), 87 – 97 (odd), 105 
 
PowerPoint     Text 
 
 
 
Please take this survey so that I can get to know you 

https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/ERd6rStRDslAszWSuLOCrU4B79OwhQ9-U1IOZtb5_St8_g?e=PD1Db0
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/ESkM7G5PmvZAv8u66dGQAM8B2a5jfmGtDl1FoEPDSph58Q?e=eaGfHF
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/ES8XdOWN8H9Hs3scJ2VxKvkBjce7q7DgbwuYvYoRytSgeA?e=BbYEDo
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/EbD33-ol-fVFi8FKgFVbyLwB_Tw3SpYeixTjEjwFYT6-uQ?e=QzU1B1
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/Ef3KEvCbZVNNkowlfv1w7WsBJY8wBo3qo2pi-t9g-2y6tw?e=fTKfu1
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/ESz5_beH-hpMgR5h5f2HAokBo3yZlgKklE8EXgPfdOUcfA?e=94hFPb
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/EXVpYH3GCXpOl6fEVWlkV3gBQPk9Npf7gwbERTHY4HBw5A?e=6cqs3l
https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gemerson_lwsd_org/EZgWNuIFngtAthA40wTzzm8BBrZLh4mHi-guRjg8A39LXA?e=426rCm
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/88SC76N
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